
• Nothing better than getting a room with a view. 

• BE LESS REACTIVE AND MORE INTROSPECTIVE. 

• When you say the first thing that comes to your mind 

how does that work?   

• Rooms with a view are usually higher. 

• When you to be reactive you go higher. 

• Follow your heart? 

• Nuclear Reactor- Explosion inside that puts thing into 

motion on the outside.  Control the explosion. 

• MELT DOWN! 

• How do I feel about this?  WHY? 

• MY GREATEST LEDERSHIP PROBLEM IS ME! 

• What does WISDOM say?  What is the Holy Spirit 

Saying? 

• 6 Do not forsake her, and she will keep you; love her, 

and she will guard you.  7 The beginning of wisdom 

is this: Get wisdom, and whatever you get, 

get insight.  Proverbs 4:6-7 

• 10 The fear of the Lord is the beginning of wisdom, 

and the knowledge of the Holy One is insight.  11 For 

by me your days will be multiplied, and years will be 

added to your life.  Proverbs 9:11-12 

• When you listen to God He’ll show you who you are and 

how to respond. 

• WHAT NOW VS. WHAT’S NEXT 

• Now/PASSIVE-Next/ACTIVE 

• We stayed in a really high room…  Kim was afraid… 

• What view has been intimidating you? 

• Own the Moment. 

• Try, try, then try again. 

• The opposite of Faith is not fear.  It’s Certainty. 

• No one has ever done that.  GREAT! 

• I WILL, WITH EXCITEMENT, LEAN FORWARD INTO 

THE UNKNOWN. 

• AM I CHOPPING THE RIGHT TREE? 

• Tree In front of our house.  BLOCKED THE HOUSE! 



• Tree Behind our house.  Blocks the heat! 

• Marking trees… Some need to stay/Go! 

• Using talent, energy, mind fuel, for what matters? 

• Mind Tank 

• It’s where I keep the fuel I need to show up as the 

best version of myself. When full, I’m kind to myself 

and others. I’m patient. I have empathy. I can focus, 

and life’s little stresses effortlessly slide off of me. 

• When my mind tank is full, I get to lead the life I 

want. When it’s empty, I’m at the mercy of my 

worst impulses. 

• Think of your mind like a gas tank.  You only get to fill 

up once a week.  SABBATH. 

• Cheap Gas. 

• What matters most to me is to finish what God 

started: the job the Master Jesus gave me of letting 

everyone I meet know all about this incredibly 

extravagant generosity of God.  Acts 20:24 

• I WILL INVEST IN THE BETTER. 

• REFUSE TO BE BITTER.  CHOOSE TO GET BETTER! 

• Blame game belongs to a bitter spirit. 

• Bitterness blocks.  Forgiveness flows. 

• Story of the 2 men in hospital.  There was only one 

window.  Person had to die to get that bed.  One fine 

afternoon the man by the window described a parade 

passing by...  Although the other man could not hear the 

band, he could visualize it as the man by the window 

vividly described. So he poisoned the man who kept 

talking about everything beautiful he saw. 

•  The only thing out of the window was a brick wall.  The 

other man was blind.  He just had a different view. 

• HE’S GOT THIS 

• Saige dream 

• But we have this treasure in earthen vessels, that 

the excellence of the power may be of God and not 

of us.  2 Corinthians 4:7 


